Charm of Hokkaido foods

J i n g i s u k a n

Jingisukan

Data collection
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for enjoying Jingisukan in Hokkaido more
Which do you like better?

Jingisukan

Post-ro seasoning
Post-roast
of sauce
sauc or “pre-seasoned”
Jingisukan is a h
home-cooked dish, too. There are two
ways of eating; tthe “post-roast seasoning” style, in which
you pour sauce after roasting meat, and the
“pre-seasoned” style, in which you roast meat which has
been soaked in a broth. You can enjoy the umami the
meat originally has in the “post-roast seasoning” style,
while the flavor of the broth spreads not only to the
meat but also to vegetables in the “pre-seasoned” style.

Hokkaido Soul Food
Jingisukan (Genghis Khan) is a mutton dish
created in Hokkaido. Lamb or mutton is roasted in
an iron pan whose center rises like a mountain. In
Hokkaido, when a group of people go to the beach
or camping, they surround Jingisukan and have a
good time. In May, a season of cherry blossoms,
people enjoy themselves over Jingisukan, while
watching the blossoms.
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Hitsuji to Kumo no Oka (Hill of sheep and clouds)
Goryokaku Park

This is a touri
tourist farm including a restaurant where you can taste “Shibetsu
Suffolk Lamb”,
Lamb a brand lamb of Shibetsu, the City of Sheep. You can pet rare
sheep from vvarious areas of the world, and enjoy events (to be held for a
limited period)
perio such as a sheep shearing show and a show of shepherd dogs
gs
herding sheep.
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A ho
home-cooked dish handed
down
do
dow
ow in Nayoro City. Meat,
vegetables,
udon noodles and
veg
e
ric
rice
ice cake are stewed together in
a large
lar amount of broth.
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An event where you can enjoy high-class lamb
Yagishiri Sheep Festival
Yagish
It is held in ea
early August every year.
Island feed on grass containing much salt and minerals
Sheep in Yagishiri
Yag
carried by the sea breeze. As a result, lamb and mutton of the island are
considered to be soft, have little smell, and rival “pré-salé”, the top class
lamb produced
produc in France. In this event, you can light-heartedly enjoy rare
Suffolk lamb.
Location

Shibetsu City (A)

MAP

Monbetsu Airport

90-minute ride from Asahikawa Airport

272 014 542

(Shibetsu Tourist
Touri Association) 日 英 簡 繁

You can eat Jingisukan anywhere in Hokkaido, but each region has its own style.
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140-minute ride from
Wakkanai Airport to Haboro Port,
35-minute cruise by a high-speed vessel from
Haboro Port to Yagishiri Island

5351 Nishi-shibetsu-cho, Shibetsu City

日 英 簡 繁
◆http://hitsu
◆http://hitsuji.tesio.net/cn2/top.html
◆http://www
◆http://www.shibetsu.ne.jp/kanko-k/index.html

Jingisukan in styles unique to various areas

Haboro Town (Yagishiri Island)(B)

A

Asahikawa Airport

B

Haboro Town (Yagishiri Island)
929 381 775

(Haboro Sightseeing Association) 日
◆http://ww
◆http://www.haboro.tv/
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Naganuma Town
Naganuma Town is famous for pre-seasoned
Jingisukan. You can compare the tastes of
Jingisukan of the three major restaurants of
the town.
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Hakodate Airport

The pot is the secret of deliciousness
The Jingisukan pot has a unique form with its center rising like a mountain. This form is said to have been
devised because if meat is roasted in the center and vegetables are cooked in the surrounding groove,
umami of the mutton will spread to the vegetables.

Takikawa City
Takikawa City is said to be the
birthplace of pre-seasoned
Jingisukan. You can enjoy the
juiciness of meat soaked in a
broth made from apples, onions,
ginger and soy sauce.

Recommended for ladies! Mutton is good for health
Recom
much L-carnitine, which helps fat combustion and is effective for weight loss. It also contains much iron and minerals, so it is
Mutton contains
con
effective for
fo prevention of anemia. Furthermore, it is a low-cholesterol food. As a very healthy food, mutton is gathering attention.
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